Interplay of sequence, conformation, and binding at the Peptide-titania interface as mediated by water.
The initial stages of the adsorption of a hexapeptide at the aqueous titania interface are modeled using atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. This hexapeptide has been identified by experiment [Sano, K. I.; Shiba, K. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2003, 125, 14234] to bind to Ti particles. We explore the current hypothesis presented by these authors that binding at this peptide-titania interface is the result of electrostatic interactions and find that contact with the surface appears to take place via a pair of oppositely charged groups in the peptide. Our data indicate that the peptide may initially recognize the water layers at the interface, not the titania surface itself, via these charged groups. We also report results of simulations for hexapeptide sequences with selected single-point mutations for alanine and compare these behaviors with those suggested from observed binding affinities from existing alanine scan experiments. Our results indicate that factors in addition to electrostatics also contribute, with the structural rigidity conferred by proline suggested to play a significant role. Finally, our findings suggest that intrapeptide interaction may provide mechanisms for surface detachment that could be detrimental to binding at the interface.